


CENTURION_PAIN-BOX_2009 
 
 
CATEGORIES (4): 
1: CARDIO_running, biking,swimming, treadmill, ellipical, jumping rope, x-country sking, rowing...whatever significantly raises your heart rate. 
2: UB: UPPER BODY_push ups,dips, pull ups, baby curls, weights etc. 
3: LB: LOWER BODY_lunges, squats, butt lift, weights, etc. 
4: ABS: MID_CORE_sit ups, crunches, the wheel, weights etc. 
 
RULES: 
You can not log more than a total of (6) points in a single 24 hour period.  You can not log more than a total of (3) pts in a given category per 
day.  You can not log the same category more than (2) days in a row.  You can not log more than (6) days in row.  Bonus One point a week 
available for Cardio diversity, i.e. (3) types swimming, biking running. 
 
All logs must be received within 48 hours of activity__via email or text.  All sports allowed in some form... Except : walking* or sex.  All 
exceptions to rules must be approved by The Committee. 
 
THE WILD CARD: points to be added where ever you choose. 
There will be a random 'twitter or text' message...(nearly daily, semi weekly..who knows???) 
The twitter or text will be a dietary incentive, a random act of kindness and/or of meanness...drawn from a hat! 
for example: 
-"No smoking or no alcohol today..gets you an extra point (violators minus 2 points)" 
-"No carbohydrates, no transfats gets you an extra point (violators minus 1 point)" 
-"Veggies and 2 pieces of fruit get you... 1.5X your logged points today" 
-"If you are in the bottom 5, no rules apply for the next 48 hrs!"  
-"log an additional 2 points if your last 4 Cardio logs included (3) types, i.e.biking, swimming, running" 

 

POINTS: 
CARDIO Points: 1 point is 10 minutes of Cardio 
1 pt = 1 run mile__the centurion standard. 
1 pt =10 minutes of elevated heart rate exercise... running, biking/stationary bike/swimming/skipping 

 

All aerobic ‘event’, i.e. a soccer/basket ball game are worth 1 point per 20 minutes of activity. 

All times are rounded down to the lowest half point, i.e. 6 minutes of cardio is half point. 

 
STRENGTH Points: 1 point is 5 minutes of reps. 
1 pt = 5 actual minutes___utilizing 2 different exercises 
2 pt = 10 actual minutes__utilizing 3 different exercises 
3 pt = 15 actual minutes__utilizing 4+ different exercises 
 
And no....breaks betweens reps, do not count, hello! 
 

All anaerobic 'event', i.e. yoga/pilates/climbing are worth 1 point per 20 minutes of activity. 

All times are rounded down to the lowest half point, i.e. 6.5 minutes of reps is one point. 

 
Other sports/events allowed but subject to committee's point evaluation determination. 
*Committee will consider walking for mothers of more than 5 children. 
 
Here is an example of points in various strength categories. 
Upper body  
1 pt: example_approximately: 5 mins of actual exercise 
Push ups or Bench press (45-60 seconds of reps) x 3 sets 
 
Pull ups  (45-60 seconds of reps) x 3 sets 
 
Abs 
 2 pt: example_example approximately: 10 mins of actual exercise 
Crunches (60 seconds of reps) x 4 sets 
AB rocker (60 seconds of reps) x 3 sets 
leg lifts (60 seconds of reps) x 3 sets 
 
Lower body  
3 pt: example_example approximately: 15 mins of actual exercise 
assisted Squats (45-60 seconds of reps) x 3 sets 
one leg dead lifts (45-60 seconds of reps) x 3 sets 
front lunge (45-60 seconds of reps) x 3 sets 
butt lift and balance (45-60 seconds of reps) x 3 sets 
inner thigh (45-60 seconds of reps) x 3 sets 
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Text Box
Oh yeah and...It makes no difference if you agree or disagree with the rules.Or...and this is big....If you think the rules are dumb or stupid, yeah-ahh.....does not matter.They are by definition "the rules".




